EMS Extends Shelf Life, Reduces Shrink and
Makes Products Safer Throughout the Cold Chain.
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What Is The EMS Surface And Air Sanitation Technology?
EMS is an Environment Management System that comprises multiple elements to help customers understand their
potential food safety risks, the root cause of those risks, the management of those risks and how to maintain a
cleaner and safer environment. One of the critical elements of this system is a patented surface and air sanitation
technology that extends perishable food shelf life, reduces product shrink, eliminates unpleasant odors and reduces
the above mentioned food safety risks…protecting your brand and your business.

Surfaces and Air in
an untreated room
can contain:
z Bacteria
z Mold
z Viruses
z Airborne Pathogens
z Odors
z Ethylene

Features
Kills bacteria, mold and viruses
z Uses no chemicals
z Enhances existing HACCP and sanitation programs
z Reduces ethylene
z Reduces odors
z 24/7 operation
z

EMS Solutions
Environmental Testing/Sampling

This air passes
through the EMS
High-Voltage, Non-Thermal
Reaction Chamber.
Oxygen is separated into reactive
oxygen species (ROS) that destroy
airborne impurities at a molecular level.
Five of the seven ROS are highly reactive
and sanitize the air within the chamber.

Ozone and hydrogen
peroxide released from the
system cleans surfaces and
air within the treated space.
The result is 24/7 continuous
surface sanitation and clean air.

How Effective is the EMS Technology?
Air (Bioburden Reduction)

– The Center for Disease Control estimates that 76 million cases of foodborne illness, resulting in 325,000
hospitalizations and 5,000 deaths, occur in the United States each year.
– An outcome study of 1,500 grocery store shoppers nationwide found that three of the top four areas of
opportunity for improvement included food safety, cleanliness and odor, and shelf life of perishable products.
(source: Hussmann Corporation Internal Study, “The Job of Shopping for Perishable Products in a Supermarket”, June 2007)

– “Food manufacturers may consider taking a total approach to ensure the safety of their brands,
all the way from the farm, to the supply chain, the store shelves and even the consumer’s pantry”.
(source: Pat Conroy, Vice Chairman and US consumer products leader, Deloitte Consulting LLP)
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Factory-trained engineers and certified installers
custom-configure the ideal solution for your application.
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– In 2007 there were over 160 USDA/FDA food safety alerts and recalls in the United States.
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Benefits
Reduces food safety risks
z Extends shelf life of perishables
z Reduces product shrink
z Reduces risk of cross contamination
z Safe for use in organic operations
z Creates a more pleasant environment
z Continuous treatment with no human interaction needed
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These graphs reflect actual test results of EMS performance in a retail environment.
The reduction in bioburden increases perishable product shelf life and
decreases the likelihood of a food safety occurrence.
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